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Mark schemes are prepared by the Principal Examiner and considered, together with the 
relevant questions, by a panel of subject teachers.  This mark scheme includes any 
amendments made at the standardisation meeting attended by all examiners and is the scheme 
which was used by them in this examination.  The standardisation meeting ensures that the 
mark scheme covers the candidates� responses to questions and that every examiner 
understands and applies it in the same correct way.  As preparation for the standardisation 
meeting each examiner analyses a number of candidates� scripts: alternative answers not 
already covered by the mark scheme are discussed at the meeting and legislated for.  If, after 
this meeting, examiners encounter unusual answers which have not been discussed at the 
meeting they are required to refer these to the Principal Examiner.   
 
It must be stressed that a mark scheme is a working document, in many cases further 
developed and expanded on the basis of candidates� reactions to a particular paper.  
Assumptions about future mark schemes on the basis of one year�s document should be 
avoided; whilst the guiding principles of assessment remain constant, details will change, 
depending on the content of a particular examination paper.  
 

Further copies of this Mark Scheme are available to download from the AQA Website:  www.aqa.org.uk 
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Unit 2 
 
 The assessment objectives will be allocated in the following way. 
 

  % of 
A2 

Marks 

AO2 
AO3 
AO4 

Response to written language 
Knowledge of grammar 
Knowledge of society 

45 
25 
30 

45 
25 
30 

 TOTAL 100 100 

 
 The marks will be allocated in the following way. 

 
 AO2 AO3 AO4 

Section 1a 
Section 1b 
Section 2 

10 
5 

30 

 
5 

20 

 
 

30 
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Section 1 � Notes for Answers 
 
Question 1 
 
(a) 
 
(i) izh puraxI]A  KedA wa mela iz<k cNgI yaw  bx javega . 

 jA izs nal mel KAwa hor kozI jvab . 
(2 marks) 

 
(ii) ]apxe siB]acar nal jufe rihx lzI kuJ vI krn lzI iq]ar hn . 
 ]apxe siB]acar qe ivrse ¥ ij[UMwa r<Kx lzI bhuq koiSSA krwe hn . 

 
  (2 marks) 

 
(iii) kneda wI]A ivSv KedA iv<c kb<dI ¥ (mihman Ked vjoM) Saml kIqa ig]a .  
  

(1 mark) 
 
 (iv) pNjab wI]A ivrasqI/ puraxI]A KedA ¥ wubara jIvq krna. 
 jnqa iv<c KedA bare jaigRqI pEwa krna . 
 nOjvanA wI KedA iv<c iwlcspI vWa[uxI . 

Any two of three 
(2 marks) 

 
(v) mnorNjn lzI siB]acark pRogram vI hovega . 

]OrqA / b<ce vI mele wa ]anNw max skxge .       
(2 marks) 

  
(vi) mShUr klakar ijveM ik gurwas man qe raj b<br mele iv<c Saml hoxge .                                                        

(1 mark) 
 

Total = 10 marks 
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(b) Translation from English into Panjabi 
 
QofHI wer pihlA iz<k srveKx kIqa ig]a ijs iv<c lUx, KUn wa v<W wba[u ]qe iwmag we  wOre 
ivckar jof bare w<KxI zeSI]n BazIcare ¥ suceq krn wI ZrUrq ¥ sahmxe il]Awa ig]a hE .  
izs srveKx iv<c brqanI]a we 300 w<KxI zeSI]n ipCokf we lokA ¥ pRSn pu<Ce gze ]qe pqa l<ga 
ik izhnA iv<coM isrP Ce pRqISq lokA ¥ lUx wI v<W qoM v<W yog maqra, roZana 6 gram bare pqa sI 
.   
 
iZ]awa w<KxI zeSI]n lok lUx ¥ ]apxI Kurak wa iz<k mh<qvpUrx ih<sa smJwe hn ]qe izs wa 
[upyog rvaizqI pkvanA iv<c [u>Br ke sahmxe ]a[uMwa hE .  qA vI, [uh ]apxe Kaxe iZ]awa qr 
qaZe sman nal iq]ar krwe hn nA ik bxI]A bxazI]A vsqA qoM .  izs lzI [uh ]apxe Kaxe iv<c 
lUx wI maqra ¥ Gta ke ]asanI nal yog p<Wr qe il]a skwe hn .  izh [umIw kIqI jAwI hE ik 
kzI zeSI]n pirvar izs irport iv<c iw<qI jaxkarI wa Paizwa [uTa skxge .    

(AO2, 5 marks, AO3, 5 marks- see grids overleaf) = 10 marks 
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For section 1b the following criteria will be used for response to written language (AO2) 
 

 Response to Written Language (AO2) 
0-1 

 
 
 

2-3 
 
 
 

4-5 

Passage inaccurately translated; overall meaning not conveyed 
successfully; the sentences are mainly a �word for word� translation, poor 
spelling. 
 
Many contain a number of errors, 3-4 substantial ones, but central 
meaning is conveyed.  The sentences reveal some fluency and some 
awareness of appropriate style. 
 
May contain a few errors in style, but central meaning is substantially 
conveyed; good to excellent command of the main areas of awareness of 
appropriate style. 
 

 
For section 1b the following criteria will be used for knowledge of grammar (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 
0-1 

 
2 
 
 

3 
 
 

4 
 
 

5 
 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede comprehension. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not sound 
and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them is 
inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors occur 
only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately.  
There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

Total for Section 1 = 20 marks 
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Section 2 
 
Only two questions/essays to be selected, each to be marked according to the following 
criteria. 
 
 
 (i) Knowledge of Society  = 15 marks (AO4) 
 (ii) Reaction/Response   = 15 marks (AO2) 
 (iii) Knowledge of Grammar  = 10 marks (AO3) 
 

 Knowledge of Society (AO4) 
0-1 

 
 
 

2-4 
 
 
 

5-7 
 
 

8-11 
 
 
 

12-15 

The answer shows no relevance to the topics/texts/question.  A zero 
score will automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a 
whole. 
 
Demonstrates only limited knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts.  Limited range of sources and evidence.  Superficial 
examples. 
 
Demonstrates some knowledge and understanding of the topics/texts.  
Source material and evidence is not always well used. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts.  A good range of sources and guidance is used and the 
answer is generally relevant to the topic/question. 
 
Demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 
topics/texts with a wide range of sources and evidence used.  The 
answer is relevant and is wide-ranging in its treatment of the 
topics/texts/question. 

 
 Reaction/Response (AO2) 

0-1 
 

2-4 
 
 

5-7 
 
 
 

8-11 
 
 

12-15 

Little or no reaction.  No real illustration or justification. 
 
Little relevant reaction/opinion/evaluation, generally factual or 
descriptive, lacks structure and order. 
 
Some evaluation evident, but relies on received ideas with little 
personal opinion.  Some attempts at structure.  Ideas generally not well 
supported. 
 
Some attempt at evaluation and some personal reaction, not always 
convincingly justified.  Clear structure and logical progression. 
 
A good range of points evaluated with conclusions.  Clear evidence of 
personal reaction, well illustrated/justified.  Well balanced and 
coherent. 
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 Knowledge of Grammar (AO3) 

0-2 
 

3-4 
 

 
5-6 

 
 

7-8 
 
 

9-10 

Errors are elementary and so numerous as to impede. 
 
Evidence of gaps in basic grammar.  Common structures are not 
sound and some irregular verbs are suspect. 
 
The grammatical structures are known but success in applying them is 
inconsistent, especially in less common structures. 
 
Grammar is sound.  Tenses and agreements are reliable and errors 
occur only in the most difficult areas. 
 
The grammatical structures in the specification are used accurately.  
There are a few errors and these are of a minor nature. 
 

Total for Section 2 = 40 marks x 2 = 80 marks 

Total for Unit 2 = 100 marks 
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Notes for Answers (Section 2) 
 
Literary Topics 
 
Question 2 
 
(a) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and understanding of the themes and 

topics contained in the stories. The candidate is expected to state the text studied and its 
author at the start. The two stories to be used to answer the question should be 
identified.  Then, the main themes and topics presented in the two stories should be 
carefully explored in relation to various aspects of British Panjabi culture. The aspects 
portrayed should be discussed and illustrated with examples from the stories. The 
answer should be concluded by the candidate giving a personal response about the 
author�s portrayal of these aspects. 

 
(b) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and appreciation of the literary skills of 

the story writer. The candidate is expected to identify the story text and its author. The 
stories selected should be clearly stated. Then, the candidate should discuss how the 
author has  tried to make the text entertaining and illustrate the points made with 
examples from the stories. The answer should include discussion as to what extent the 
author has been successful in entertaining the readers. 

 
Question 3 
 
(a) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and understanding of the text as well as 

the appreciation of the important part played by the leading characters, and the 
challenge of creating and fulfilling a  central role for the hero and heroine in a novel.  
First, the candidate is expected  to state the Panjabi novel studied and its author. 
Then,  the main characters in the story should be identified, picking out the hero  and 
heroine. The answer should be developed by detailed     discussion of the main events 
in the story and the part played by    the hero & heroine, offering justifications for their 
position. 

 
(b) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and understanding of the topic. In 

addition, it tests the candidate�s ability and skill to analyse the content in relation to 
Panjabi culture, values and manners. The candidate is expected to identify the novel 
studied and its author. Then the content of the chosen text should be analysed and 
discussed to show how and to what extent it reflects the Panjabi way of life. The answer 
should be illustrated with examples from the text and evaluated with clear conclusions. 

 
Question 4 
 
(a) The candidate is expected to state the text studied along with its author. The question 

tests the candidate�s knowledge of the text. The candidate should outline the successes 
of the author as explained in the text and then pick out the reasons, events, people 
behind his/her success. The answer should be backed up with examples from the text. 

 
(b) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and ability to unpick and analyse the text 

to search for specific information. The candidate is expected to identify the text and its 
writer. From knowledge of the content, the candidate should formulate a thesis of the 
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author�s personality. The ideas will be credited as correct as long as they make sense 
and are backed up by examples from the text. 

 
Question 5 
 
(a) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and awareness of the settlement of 

Panjabis all over the world, particularly England, America and Canada. More importantly, 
it tests his/her knowledge of the contribution made by the Panjabis in the economic 
development of the Panjab. The answer should encompass some of these points:  

 
• giving direct financial help to relatives in the Panjab; 
• buying farmland and other property; 
• investing money in banks in the Panjab; 
• opening new businesses; 
• visiting the Panjab on a regular basis and shopping (tourism) 
• helping family to settle overseas. 

 
(b) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and awareness of the    widespread 

problem of corruption in the Panjab. In the first part of the answer, the candidate is 
expected to discuss and draw conclusions about the effects of corruption on the social 
and economic development of the Panjab. The discussion should encompass some of 
these points:     

 
• perpetuates and breeds dishonesty and corruption; 
• puts NRIs off investing in the Panjab; 
• creates a black market in the economy; 
• investors lose confidence in the system; 
• reduces accountability and holds up transactions. 

 
In the second part of the answer, the candidate is expected to give realistic advice to the public 
and the government of the Panjab on  ways of eradicating corruption. However, the 
candidate should show some awareness that the problem of corruption has been recognised by 
the government and some steps have been taken to stamp it out. 
 
Question 6 
 
(a) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and awareness of the 19th century 

history of the Panjab. The candidate should be aware that the Namdhari/Kooka 
movement was inspired by Baba Balak Singh and Baba Ram Singh as a puritan 
movement to revive religious devotion amongst the Sikh community. A strict code of 
conduct was introduced and enforced among his followers who were also popularly 
known as Kooka Sikhs. They made a significant contribution to social and religious 
improvements at the time. The answer should reflect this and should be based on facts 
such as: 
 
• Amritdhari as Guru Gobind Singh Ji explained; 
• emphasis on namsimran; hence namdharis; 
• strict emphasis on sikh ethics such as stealing, begging etc; 
• protested against the slaughtering of cows;   
• prohibition on asking for dowry, killing baby girls, forcing women to remain widows; 
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• belief in simple life style; 
• simple, inexpensive wedding ceremonies according to Sikh maryada; 
• opened 22 centres to teach and preach about Sikh religion. 

 
The answer should be in the form of a coherent essay.  

 
(b) This question tests the candidate�s knowledge and awareness of womens� status in 

society in the first half of the 19th century Panjab. The answer should be based on 
historical facts from the following list: 

 
• women were generally respected; some were highly regarded and looked up to; 
• high cast/class Hindu were still practising the �Sati�; in very many cases, the 

Brahmins compelled women to become �Satis�; 
• women wore Parda and Burka, generally stayed indoors; 
• slave trade of women was stopped by Maharaja Ranjit Singh in 1834; 
• women shared work in the fields with men in Majha region and in central Panjab; 
• some women were very brave and good warriors eg. Rani Sada Kaur and Sahib 

Kaur led men in battlefields. 
 
Question 7 
 
(a) The candidate answers this question from his/her experience. First, the candidate 

should explore and explain why and how young people in the Panjab and Britain fall into 
the trap of taking drugs. In the second part of the answer, he/she is expected to explain 
the dangers of drug taking in order to alert them and stop them from doing so. 

 
(b) First, the candidate is expected to explain the statement in the question, recognising that 

it is a generalisation. Then, he/she should explore the reasons behind their success. The 
answer should be in form of an informative essay, based around these points: 

 
• Panjabis are very hard working; 
• very ambitious and well motivated; 
• value education; 
• like to take on challenges; 
• very positive /believe in making progress; 
• very adaptive /learn quickly; 
• work closely with families/ supportive families; 
• very sociable; 
• value their culture and have a strong social and religious philosophy. 

 
 Examples from family life are acceptable in this essay.  
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